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ABSTRACT: Aqueous chemical solution deposition (CSD) is an environmentally
friendly and highly flexible fabrication route to prepare oxide thin films. Here, we
present an aqueous CSD process for ferroelectric SrxBa1−xNb2O6 (SBN) thin films
on SrTiO3 (STO) single-crystal substrates. In situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction
was employed to study the crystallization of the films during thermal processing
with heating rates in the range 0.04−20 °C/s. Three different crystal orientations
of SBN were observed based on the heating rate and the orientation of the STO
substrates. SBN(001) and SBN(310) orientations were observed on STO(100),
while only the SBN(311) orientation was observed on STO(110). The SBN(001) orientation was favored by an ultraslow heating
rate of 0.04 °C/s, suggesting that this is the thermodynamic stable orientation. The SBN(310) orientation was kinetically favored at
moderate heating rates and also promoted by increasing the Sr content in the film. A high heating rate of 20 °C/s rendered
polycrystalline SBN films. It was revealed that nucleation and growth occurred via a classical Volmer−Weber (VW) growth mode
and that the SBN grains preferably grow along the c-axis. The present findings demonstrate that control of nucleation and growth is a
prerequisite to deposit films with different orientations and textures, which is detrimental for the film properties.

■ INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric materials are important for the current develop-
ment in electronics and smart sensors. They have a
spontaneous and switchable polarization and are studied for
their use in ferroelectric random-access memories, piezo-
electric sensors and transducers, pyroelectric detectors, electro-
optic modulators, and more.1−3 Currently, the dominating
materials used are lead zirconium titanate (PZT)-based, which
contains about 60 wt % of toxic lead.4−6 A big effort has
therefore been placed on finding alternative lead-free ferro-
electrics to replace PZT, and one option is the tetragonal
tungsten bronze (TTB) SrxBa1−xNb2O6 (SBN) system.

4 SBN
has shown good dielectric and electro-optic properties and a
ferroelectric relaxor behavior for high Sr content (x > 0.5).4,7−9

SBN has an unfilled TTB structure, giving an inherent
disorder, great flexibility and tunable properties.10−13 For
example, changes in the Sr content (x) are known to change
the ferroelectric properties, including the Curie temperature
(TC), which varies approximately linearly from 60 to 250 °C
with increasing x in the range 0.25−0.75.8 Furthermore, the
ferroelectric polarization in SBN is uniaxial along the c-axis,
making textured ceramics desirable to enhance the ferroelectric
properties.8,13

Thin films offer advantages including texturing of the
materials, improvement of properties, and potential minimiza-
tion of devices.14 For example, strain engineering with a proper
choice of substrate and synthesis method can tune the
properties of ferroelectric thin films.14−16 SBN thin films

have been deposited by different synthesis methods, including
PLD,17−24 RF sputtering,25−30 sol−gel synthesis,31−39 poly-
meric chemical method,40,41 and chemical solution deposition
(CSD).42 The physical deposition techniques are time-
consuming, hard to upscale, or expensive, while wet chemical
synthesis often uses toxic organic solvents. The focus for our
group has therefore been to develop a wet chemical synthesis
by an aqueous CSD as described in ref 42. The aqueous CSD
method is a low-cost, flexible, and environmentally friendly
deposition method.43,44

The structure of SBN thin films typically ranges from
polycrystalline40 to oriented and epitaxial,21,23,35,36 where the
type of substrate is an important parameter. Epitaxial or highly
oriented growth has been reported on MgO,26,28,30,31,36,45,46

SrTiO3 (STO),
21,23,24,35,36 Si(100),37,39 and LaNiO3/CeO2/

YSZ/Si(100).20 The epitaxial orientation of SBN is mostly
reported with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface
and with a rotation of 18.43° around the c-axis in SBN
compared to the substrate.21,23,46 There are two equivalent
rotations, and a twin structure is often observed. In addition,
particularly for TiO2-terminated STO substrates, a different set
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of orientations of SBN thin films are observed, the (310) and
(130) equivalent orientations. These orientations have an in-
plane polarization of SBN parallel to the substrate sur-
face.21,23,35,36 In addition to the substrate, the annealing
temperature, heating, and cooling rates are expected to affect
the SBN thin film formation and orientation.37,45

To control the crystallization and orientation of SBN thin
films, knowledge of the mechanisms for nucleation, growth,
and texture formation is essential. In this work, we investigate
the effect of heating rate, substrate orientation, and
composition on SBN thin film formation by an aqueous
CSD route. The films were studied by in situ synchrotron X-ray
diffraction (XRD) to reveal the crystallization and orientation
of the films at different stages during heating, a technique not
previously used for SBN thin films. Additionally, ex situ studies
by scanning electron and atomic force microscopy were
performed to correlate the findings to the microstructure. A
nucleation and growth mechanism was proposed which
enables tuning of the orientation of the thin films by
controlling the heating rate, substrate orientation, and
composition of the films.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The Sr and Ba solutions were prepared according to the method
presented by Raeder et al.47 Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA,
Sigma-Aldrich, >98.5%) and ammonia solution (NH3(aq), AnalaR
NORMAPUR, 28−30%) were added to deionized (DI) water and
mixed at 60 °C until the solution turned clear. Barium nitrate
(Ba(NO3)2, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999%) or strontium nitrate (Sr(NO3)2,
Sigma-Aldrich, 99.995%), dried at 200 °C, was then added together
with citric acid (CA, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.0%) and stirred until
completely dissolved. Finally, the pH was adjusted to 7 by ammonia
solution. The concentration of Sr/Ba precursor solutions was 0.3 M,
and the molar ratios of Sr/Ba(NO3)2/EDTA/NH3(aq)/CA were
1:1:4.8:2.
Nb-acid (Nb2O5·nH2O) was prepared according to the method

presented by Madaro.48 Ammonium niobate(V) oxalate hydrate (70
g, NH4NbO(C2O4)2·H2O, Aldrich Chemistry, 99.99%) was dissolved
in DI water (700 mL) at 60 °C before the pH was increased to 10−11
by adding ammonia solution (125 mL, 28−30%). The precipitated
Nb-acid slurry was washed in ammonia solution (1 wt %) by
centrifugation (10 000 rpm for 15 min) and decanting of the clear
solution three times. A proper removal of residues of oxalates is
important as both Sr- and Ba-oxalates are insoluble in water and
would precipitate in the final SBN solution.49 The Nb-acid slurry was
then dispersed in a malic acid solution (MA, Sigma-Aldrich, ∼0.92 or
0.46 M) with a molar ratio Nb:MA of 1:2 by stirring at 80 °C until
complete dissolution. Finally, the pH was adjusted to 7, and
standardization was carried out by thermogravimetric analysis,
which gave a Nb concentration of 0.2702 or 0.1427 M in the final
precursor solution. Stable aqueous precursor solutions were made by
mixing separate Sr, Ba, and Nb solutions in desired stoichiometric
ratios. Three different compositions were used with Sr:Ba:Nb ratios of
40:60:190, 50:54.2:195, and 57.1:46.2:200, which are further referred
to as SBN40, SBN50, and SBN57, respectively. All solutions, except
the one used for the SBN40 film with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/s, had a
Nb concentration of 0.184 M, while the mentioned solution had a Nb
concentration of 0.0954 M.
The SBN precursor solution, filtered through a 0.2 μm filter, was

deposited on O2 plasma-cleaned substrates (Crystal GmbH,
Germany, 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm3 STO(100) or STO(110) single
crystals) by spin coating at 3500 rpm for 30 s. Following deposition,
the films were dried at 200 °C on a hot plate for 4 min before
crystallization by heating to 1000 °C using a heating rate of 0.04, 0.2,
2, or 20 °C/s and an annealing time of 25−60 min. Only one heating
rate (2 °C/s) was used for the SBN40 and SBN50 composition
prepared on STO(110), while all Sr:Ba ratios and heating rates were

used for SBN prepared on STO(100). In situ synchrotron XRD using
a grazing incidence geometry with an incidence angle (ω) of 1−2°
was performed during crystallization. An in situ rapid heating setup42

was utilized for the in situ heating and XRD measurements. The setup
consisted of a flat heating element (25 × 30 mm2 active area, 850 W,
Bach Resistor Ceramics GmbH) placed on a block of thermal
insulation (Fiberfrax Duraboard). The insulation was attached to an
outer alumina box which was connected to the beamline goniometer
by goniometer connection. The samples were placed directly on the
heating element and aligned to have the substrate edges parallel and
perpendicular to the beam. This gave a substrate orientation where
the [100] or [010] direction for STO(100) and the [001] or [1̅̅̅10]
direction for STO(110) was parallel with the beam direction. A
thermocouple (type K) was used to monitor the surface temperature
of the sample. The setup allowed heating rates up to 20 °C/s and a
maximum surface temperature of 1100 °C.
To overcome the challenge of thermal expansion during heating, a

height offset was imposed on the samples. The samples were
continuously measured at repeating height offsets of 0, -100, −200,
−300, and −400 μm, ensuring that at least one height had the sample
inside the beam. The measurements were performed at BM01 at the
Swiss-Norwegian beamlines (SNBL) at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble. A beam size of 250 × 500
μm2, a wavelength of 0.78006 or 0.78242 Å, and a two-dimensional
(2D) detector (2M Pilatus) were used, taking advantage of the
flexible infrastructure of the beamline.50 All experiments were
performed in ambient air and with a maximum surface temperature
of 1000 °C. After cooling to room temperature (RT), additional
measurement was carried out using two different detector heights to
compensate for the detector gaps. Finally, omega scans were collected
by varying the incidence angle between −1 and 20° to obtain texture
information.
The X-ray wavelength and the detector position relative to the

beam were determined by measuring an NIST SRM 660a LaB6
standard and performing calibrations using the calibration module of
pyFAI.51 The integration of the data was performed using Bubble
software50 or the multigeometry module of pyFAI. Both full azimuth
(η) angle integration to obtain one-dimensional (1D) data and
sectioned integration with 5° section in η to obtain 2D data were
performed. The 1D data were further adjusted for the sample height
and thermal expansion by aligning the substrate peak with known
thermal expansion. The 2D data were used in Rietveld refinements
performed with MAUD (Materials Analysis Using Diffraction)
software (v 2.92)52 using the E-WIMV texture model to determine
the texture orientation. Pole figures of the texture orientations were
plotted using the MTEX toolbox in Matlab53 using a reference
orientation where the incoming beam is in the negative z-direction in
the pole figures.
Selected films (SBN40 with a heating rate of 0.2 °C on STO(100))

were exposed to hydrothermal treatment in an SBN precursor
suspension after complete crystallization. The SBN precursor
suspension used was prepared by following the procedure described
in ref 54 by taking the Nb-acid slurry, the intermediate product in
making the Nb-acid, and mixing with ammonia solution (∼120−125
mL, 1 wt %), dried Ba(NO3)2, and Sr(NO3)2 in stoichiometric
amounts to give SBN40. The Nb content corresponds to a Nb
concentration of 0.5 M. The films were placed near the bottom of a
Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave (20−24 mL) with a 70% filling
factor of the SBN precursor suspension and heated to 250 °C for 48
h. After the hydrothermal treatment, the films were rinsed in DI water
and dried vertically at 110 °C in air. A detailed account of the
procedure has been reported here.55

The topography, substrate coverage, and thickness of the thin films
were examined using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM APREO)
and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco diMultimode V)
instrument. The AFM data were further analyzed using built-in
functions in Gwyddion software.56 The samples were placed with the
sample edges aligned along with the image frame so that the <100>
direction of the STO(100) substrate would point toward either edge
of the images.
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■ RESULTS
The crystallization process of the films upon heating was
investigated by in situ XRD and summarized in 2D surface
plots. Figure 1a shows the 2D plot of the SBN40 film with a
heating rate of 2 °C/s on STO(100). The first appearance of

diffraction lines defines the crystallization temperature and is
marked by the blue line in Figure 1a. The crystallization
temperature for the films is presented in Table 1 and was not
observed to change with the Sr content and substrate
orientation. The crystallization temperature of SBN was 585

Figure 1. (a) 2D surface plot of integrated XRD diffractograms of the SBN40 film on STO(100) heated at 2 °C/s as a function of time/
temperature. The time of the measurements is shown on the y-axis, while the corresponding temperature profile is displayed to the right. The
intensity of the Bragg reflections is given by the color scale bar, and the blue line in the figure shows the initiation of the crystallization of the film.
(b) Integrated XRD diffractogram from the initial crystalline frame in the film (blue) and the diffractogram taken after cooling to RT (orange). The
red bars indicate where a diffraction line is expected in SBN40 crystals at RT based on Podlozhenov et al.57

Table 1. Crystallization Temperature, Texture Orientation Both Directly after the Initial Crystallization and after Cooling to
RT, and the Degree of Texturing Observed at RT for the Different SBN Thin Films on STO(100) and STO(110) Substrates

composition
[SBN%Sr]

heating rate
[°C/s]

STO substrate
orientation

crystallization temperature
[°C]a

texture orientation initial
crystallization

final texture
orientation

degree of
texturing

SBN40

0.04 (100) 585 ± 1 (001) (001)
highly
textured

0.2 (100) 611 ± 2 (001)
main: (001) highly
minor: (310) textured

2 (100) 619−630a (001)
main: (001) highly
minor: (310) textured

20 (100) 625−724a
main: (310) randomly
minor: (001) oriented

SBN50

0.2 (100) 614 ± 2 (001)
main: (001) highly
minor: (310) textured

2 (100) 619−626a (001)
main: (001) highly
minor: (310) textured

20 (100) 655−714a
main: (310) randomly
minor: (001) oriented

SBN57
2 (100) 622−631a (001)

main: (001)
textured

minor: (310)

20 (100) 559−658a (310)
randomly
oriented

SBN40 2 (110) 628−645a (311) (311) textured
SBN50 2 (110) 618−624a (311) (311) textured

aFor the medium and fast heating rates, a temperature interval is given for the crystallization temperature. The interval denotes the temperature of
the last frame without any crystallization and the next frame where crystallization is visible. The temperature range could be as large as 100 °C for
the fast heating rate (20 °C/s).
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°C when an ultraslow heating rate (0.04 °C/s) was used, while
increasing the heating rate caused a slight increase in the
crystallization temperature. The crystallization temperature
coincides well with 600 °C reported for SBN films prepared by
nonaqueous sol−gel methods on Si substrates.38 The trend is
expected to be affected by the kinetics of the reaction;
however, the increasing uncertainty in the crystallization
temperature with increasing heating rate, caused by the
increasing temperature interval between recorded frames,
obscures the trend.
The films crystallized to single-phase SBN, and the lattice

parameters remained stable after the initial crystallization. A
small shift in the lattice parameters can be seen during heating
due to thermal expansion which is most visible for the
substrate diffraction line at 38°. The texture of the films was
investigated at the initial crystallization and at RT after cooling,
see selected diffractograms in Figure 1b. The composition of

the SBN films had a minimal effect on the texture and
crystallinity. Therefore, mainly the data for the SBN40 films
will be shown. The results for the SBN50 and SBN57 films are
presented in Figures S1−S5 in the Supporting Information.
Thin films prepared with ultraslow to medium heating rates

(0.04−2 °C/s) on STO(100) showed similar behavior upon
the initial crystallization. The experimental and corresponding
calculated diffraction data for the initial crystallization in the
SBN40 films are shown in Figure 2, corresponding data for
SBN50 and SBN57 are shown in Figures S1 and S4. To
visualize the refined orientations, the orientation distribution
function was extracted and used to plot the corresponding pole
figures of the orientation, shown to the right in Figure 2. The
thin films crystallized with the unique c-axis of the SBN crystal
perpendicular to the substrate, in an SBN(001) orientation.
This orientation is characterized by an out-of-plane orientation
of the c-axis, and the a-axis rotated ±18.4° relative to the

Figure 2. Experimental and calculated 2D XRD patterns and corresponding pole figure of the thin film orientations upon the initial crystallization
for SBN40 films with a heating rate of 0.04−20 °C/s on STO(100) substrates. (a−c) 0.04 °C/s heating rate, (d−f) 0.2 °C/s heating rate, (g−i) 2
°C/s heating rate, and (j−l) 20 °C/s heating rate. (a,d,g,j) Experimental 2D XRD patterns for the film; (b,e,h,k) corresponding calculated patterns
based on the Rietveld refinements with texturing. Relevant (hkl) reflections for SBN40 at RT are shown between the two 2D XRD patterns. (c,f,i,l)
Pole figures for the orientations found in the refinements with the reference pole figure for the SBN(001) (red) and SBN(310) (green) orientation
shown in the small circles to the upper right of each pole figure.
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<100> direction of STO, which corresponds to the {310}
planes of SBN parallel to the <100> directions of the
substrate.21,23 For some of the films with heating rates of 0.2
and 2 °C/s, a second orientation with the c-axis and a {310}
plane of SBN parallel to the substrate surface was observed,
referred to as the SBN(310) orientation.21,23,35,36 The amount
of the second orientation was however too low for a Rietveld
analysis. The fast heating rate films (20 °C/s), on the other
hand, crystallized mainly in the SBN(310) orientation upon
the initial crystallization. Some SBN(001) orientation was also
observed in the SBN40 and SBN50 films, while for the SBN57

film, only the SBN(310) orientation was observed during the
initial crystallization.
With prolonged crystallization time, the SBN(310)

orientation became more prominent in all the films with
heating rates of 0.2 and 2 °C/s. After cooling to RT, only the
ultraslow heating rate film (0.04 °C/s) resulted in only
SBN(001) orientation, as shown in Figure 3 for SBN40. The
SBN(001) orientation was also dominant in the films prepared
with heating rates of 0.2 and 2 °C/s, but the amount of crystals
with SBN(310) orientation increased with increasing heating
rate. For the fast heating rate (20 °C/s), the films were
polycrystalline and no orientation was observed (not shown).

Figure 3. Experimental and calculated 2D XRD patterns and corresponding thin film orientations after cooling to RT for SBN40 films with a
heating rate of 0.04−2 °C/s on STO(100) substrates. (a−c) 0.04 °C/s heating rate, (d−f) 0.2 °C/s heating rate, and 2 °C/s heating rate. (a,d,g)
Experimental 2D XRD patterns for the film; (b,e,h) corresponding calculated patterns based on the Rietveld refinements with texturing. Relevant
(hkl) reflections for SBN40 at RT are shown between the two 2D XRD patterns. (c,f,i) Pole figures for the orientation found in the refinements
with the reference pole figure for the SBN(001) (red) and SBN(310) (green) orientation shown in the small circles to the upper right of each pole
figure.

Figure 4. Experimental and calculated 2D XRD patterns and corresponding thin film orientations after cooling to RT for the SBN40 film with a
heating rate of 2 °C/s on the STO(110) substrate. (a) Experimental 2D XRD pattern for the film and (b) corresponding calculated pattern based
on the Rietveld refinements with texturing. Relevant (hkl) reflections for SBN40 at RT are shown between the two 2D XRD patterns. (c) Pole
figures for the orientation found in the refinements with the reference pole figure for the (311) and (131) plane parallel to the substrate and with
the c-axis of SBN pointing to the left (blue) or right (purple) shown in the small circles to the upper right of each pole figure.
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The degree of texture in the films at RT depended on the
heating rate. Slow heating rates (0.04 and 0.2 °C/s) resulted in
highly textured films and middle heating rate (2 °C/s) resulted
in textured films, while fast heating rate (20 °C/s) resulted in
randomly oriented films. The degree of texture follows the
same trend as seen for BTO deposited with CSD58 and was
best viewed from the omega scan data performed at RT, and
these data are shown in Figures S6−S9 in the Supporting
Information.
Thin films deposited on the STO(110) substrates displayed

a different orientation than on STO(100). The resulting
experimental and calculated data and the corresponding
refined orientations for SBN40 are shown in Figure 4, and
corresponding SBN50 data are shown in Figure S3. The
substrate was orientated with the [001] direction parallel to the
incoming beam. The SBN films were observed to have an
orientation with one of the {311} planes parallel to the
substrate surface, while one of the {310} planes intersected the
substrate surface along the [001] direction of the substrate.
This orientation will further be referred to as SBN(311)
orientation.
The SBN thin film deposition resulted in partial coverage

(51−81%) of the substrate with an average height of 29−45
nm and average lateral size in the range 130−175 nm.
Topography images of the SBN40 films on STO(100) with a
heating rate ranging from 0.04 to 20 °C/s are presented in
Figure 5, and images of the SBN50 and SBN60 films are shown
in Figure S10. The ultraslow heating rate (0.04 °C/s, Figure
5a) gave a lower coverage (63%) and a larger grain size (170
nm), while the 2 and 20 °C/s heating rates (Figure 5c,d) gave
the highest coverage of 79 and 74% and a smaller grain size of
130 and 140 nm, respectively. The slow heating rate (0.2 °C/s,
Figure 5b) stands out, giving the lowest coverage of 51% and
an intermediate grain size of 155 nm. The low coverage is

probably caused by the reduced concentration of the precursor
solution for this sample. The SBN(001) and SBN(310) texture
orientations are visible in the microstructure of the films and
correspond well with previously reported microstructure for
the two orientations in PLD-grown films.23 Grains with the
SBN(310) orientation consist of elongated rectangular squares
which point toward one of the sides of the image, representing
the <100> directions on the STO substrate. Each grain also has
a pointed surface due to the ±18.4° rotation to cause the
{310} plane to face the substrate surface. Grains with the
SBN(001) orientation are cube-shaped or round with a flat
surface and a slight rotation around the c-axis, again ±18.4° to
make the {310} plane line up with the <100> direction in the
STO substrate. Grains with the two orientations are high-
lighted in the inset of Figure 5a for the SBN(001) orientation
by a red circle and Figure 5c for the SBN(310) orientation by a
green circle. For the ultraslow heating rate (0.04 °C/s) film,
only the SBN(001) orientation was observed in accordance
with the XRD data. Furthermore, for the slow and medium
heating rates (0.2 and 2 °C/s), both the SBN(001) and
SBN(310) orientations were observed for the films. Finally, for
the fast heating rate (20 °C/s), a mostly random orientation of
the grains was observed corresponding to a polycrystalline film.
To further study the growth mechanism of SBN and

increase the degree of film coverage on the substrates, selected
films were placed in a suspension of SBN precursors and
exposed to hydrothermal conditions. A topographic image of
the SBN40 film on STO(100) heated at 2 °C/s before and
after the hydrothermal treatment is shown in Figure 6. The
hydrothermal treatment caused continued growth of SBN,
revealing coarsened rectangular grains and preferable growth
along the c-axis of SBN. The grain coarsening refers to the
change in grain shape from more undefined to close to perfect
rectangular shape and is expected to occur when the growth

Figure 5. Topography AFM and SEM images showing the microstructure of the SBN40 thin films crystallized with a heating rate of (a) 0.04, (b)
0.2, (c) 2, and (d) 20 °C/s on STO(100). An overview of the samples is seen in the AFM image, while the insets are close-up SEM images. (a)
Grains with an SBN(001) orientation which are cubes with a flat surface and a ±18.4° rotation compared to the image frame, highlighted by the
red circle. (b,c) Grains with both the SBN(001) and SBN(310) orientations. The SBN(310) orientated grains are elongated squares with a pointed
surface, due to a ±18.4° rotation around the c-axis of SBN, and with the elongated sides pointing directly at one of the image sides, highlighted by
the green circle in (c). (d) Polycrystalline microstructure with several orientations of the grains.
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progresses mainly in kinks and steps on the surface, giving flat
surfaces. Here, the ±18.4° rotation of both the SBN(001) and
SBN(310) orientations is visible and highlighted in Figure 6 by
the red angle for the SBN(001) orientation and the green line
for the SBN(310) orientation. The SBN(310) orientation
rotation is along the a- or b-axis of the substrate, making the
sharp edges visible and marked by the green line. A more
detailed report on the effect of hydrothermal treatment of SBN
thin films, including a growth mechanism, can be found here.55

■ DISCUSSION
Texture Mechanism for SBN Thin Films on STO(100).

The SBN thin films grown on STO(100) were observed with
SBN(001) and SBN(310) orientations, as illustrated in Figure
7. Both orientations correspond to a family of planes in SBN
aligning with a family of directions in STO, and the

orientations can therefore be achieved by several rotations of
SBN on the substrate. For the SBN(001) orientation, SBN
crystals are rotated ±18.4° around the c-axis of SBN,
perpendicular to the substrate surface, creating twin
boundaries between different grains. For the SBN(310)
orientation, there is a ±18.4° rotation around the c-axis of
SBN, parallel to the substrate surface, but here, the c-axis can
also point in two equivalent directions, along the [100] or
[010] direction of the substrate. The SBN(001) and
SBN(310) orientations with their given rotations correspond
to the six orientation modes presented by Su et al.23 Su et al.
further described a growth mechanism where the two
orientations are expected to coexist in the thin film. The
calculated lattice parameter mismatch between the two SBN
orientations and the STO(100) substrate is summarized in
Table 2. In the calculation, the minimum number of unit cells

needed to create a repeating lattice structure along the given
SBN direction is used and compared to the closest number of
unit cells of STO, illustrated in Figure 7c,d. In the calculation
of the lattice mismatch, the two perpendicular directions in
SBN along the substrate surface were considered separately.
For the SBN(001) orientation, these two directions ([13̅0] or
[31̅0]) are equivalent and have the same lattice mismatch. To
represent SBN along the {310} planes, three unit cells were
used and compared to 10 unit cells of STO along the <100>
directions, illustrated in Figure 7c. For the SBN(310)
orientation, one of the directions is equal to the SBN(001)
orientation, see Figure 7d, while the other, [001] direction, will
be the lattice mismatch between the c lattice parameter of SBN
and the a lattice parameter of STO.
The calculated lattice mismatch for the SBN(001) and

SBN(310) orientations combined with the observed orienta-
tions (Figures 2 and 3) suggests that the SBN(001) orientation
is the thermodynamically most stable, while the SBN(310)
orientation is kinetically favorable. To correlate the nucleation
rate, of the expected heterogeneous nucleation, to the heating
rate, one must consider that the temperature can both increase
and decrease the nucleation rate, as the temperature affects
both the supersaturation and the kinetics of the nucleation
process.59 A temperature window for nucleation is hence
present, with a maximum nucleation rate at a certain
temperature. From this, a fast heating rate is expected to
drive the nucleation process to occur fast, as most nucleation
will occur around the maximum rate. For a slower heating rate,
the nucleation is expected to be slower, as more of the nucleus

Figure 6. Topographic SEM image of the (a) SBN40 thin film with a
heating rate of 2 °C/s on the STO(100) substrate before
hydrothermal treatment and (b) hydrothermally treated SBN40
film. (b) Coarsened grains with sharp rectangular edges. The grains
are rotated ±18.4° around the c-axis of SBN, as illustrated by the red
angle for the SBN(001) oriented grains and green line for the
SBN(310) oriented grains.

Figure 7. Illustration of (a) SBN(001) and (b) SBN(310)
orientations on the STO(100) substrate. For the SBN(001)
orientation, the c-axis of SBN is perpendicular to the STO substrate
surface and the {310} planes are parallel to the [001] and [010]
direction of STO. For the SBN(310) orientation, the c-axis of SBN is
parallel to either the [100] or [010] direction of STO and one of the
{310} planes in SBN is parallel to the substrate surface. The atomic
interfaces between the (310) plane of SBN and the substrate surface is
illustrated in (c) for the SBN(001) orientation and (d) for the
SBN(310) orientation, using 3 × 1 × 1 unit cells of SBN on top of 10
unit cells of STO.

Table 2. Calculated Lattice Mismatch for the SBN(001) and
SBN(310) Orientations on the STO(100) Substrate and the
SBN(311) Orientation on the STO(110) Substratea

STO(100) STO(110)

composition

lattice mismatch
(001)

orientation [%]

lattice mismatch
(310)

orientation [%]
lattice mismatch

(311) orientation [%]

SBN
direction [13̅0]/[31̅0] [001] [13̅0]/

[31̅0] ∼[311̅0̅] [13̅0]/
[31̅0]

SBN40 −1.09 −1.53 −1.09 −1.07 −1.09
SBN50 −1.00 −1.18 −1.00 −0.98 −1.00
SBN57 −0.92 −0.92 −0.92 −0.90 −0.92
aThe lattice mismatches are calculated using the smallest repeating
distance along the given direction of SBN and compared it to the
closest whole number of STO unit cells along the [001] or [1̅10]
direction for STO(110).
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formation is expected to occur before the maximum rate is
reached. The nucleation rate will further influence the
orientation of the nuclei on the substrate, where fast nucleation
will give kinetically favored orientations, while slower heating
rates favor the thermodynamically stable orientations.59

The SBN(310) orientation was not observed in the films
prepared by ultraslow heating rate and became more significant
with increasing heating rate, suggesting that it is favored when
the kinetics control the nucleation and growth processes.
Furthermore, a one-to-one unit cell relation exists between the
c-axis of SBN and the <100> direction of STO for one of the
perpendicular directions in the SBN(310) orientations. The
one-to-one relationship is a simpler relation, involving fewer
atoms, than aligning three unit cells of SBN to 10 unit cells of
STO, which is the case for both directions in the SBN(001)
orientation. The simplicity of the interface relation in one of
the directions of SBN(310) orientation of SBN is also expected
to favor the orientation kinetically. The SBN(001) orientation
has a smaller lattice mismatch for the SBN40 and SBN50
compositions and an equal lattice mismatch for the SBN57
compared to the SBN(310) orientation. Furthermore, only an
ultraslow heating rate gave films with only SBN(001)
orientation at RT, indicating a thermodynamically favored
orientation as the system has sufficient time to orient during
the nucleation and growth. Finally, also the initial crystal-
lization is expected to occur with the most stable SBN(001)
orientation for all except the fastest heating rate as the nuclei
can orientate before the starting temperature for nucleation is
reached. This is also observed for all except the fastest heating
rate of 20 °C/s. The reported orientation dependence on
heating rate is not to the authors’ knowledge been reported
before.
The lattice mismatch between SBN and STO decreases with

increasing Sr content, and the decrease is more significant for
the SBN(310) orientation compared to the SBN(001)
orientation, making an equal lattice mismatch for the two
orientations for the SBN57 films. The change in lattice
mismatch indicates that the stability of the orientations varies
with Sr content and that the SBN(310) orientation could
become thermodynamically most stable outside the studied
composition range. No observation of the SBN(001)
orientation in the SBN57 film with a heating rate of 20 °C/s
supports this hypothesis. However, previous literature has
reported SBN30-70 with (310) orientation by the nonaqueous
sol−gel method35 and (001) orientation for SBN50-60 by
PLD,24 indicating a dependency on the synthesis method and
precursor chemistry.
SBN Thin Film Orientation on STO(110). SBN films

grown on STO(110) substrates showed only the SBN(311)
orientation. This SBN(311) orientation has four possible
rotations which are equivalent in lattice mismatch. Both of the
{311} planes, (311) and (131), could be parallel to the
substrate surface, and correspondingly, the (310) or (130)
planes will be parallel to the [001] direction of the substrate.
Furthermore, as a plane should be parallel to a direction, the c-
axis of SBN can point either to the left or to the right with a
180° rotation. One of the possible rotations of the SBN(311)
orientations is illustrated in Figure 8, with the c-axis pointing
to the right. To calculate the lattice mismatch between the
SBN(311) orientation and the STO(110) substrate, the two
perpendicular directions along the (311) plane were handled
separately. For the direction along the [13̅0] or [31̅0] direction
in SBN and the [001] direction of STO, the lattice mismatch is

equal to the one given for the SBN(001) orientation on
STO(100). For the perpendicular direction along the [1̅10]
direction of STO, illustrated in Figure 8b, there is no obvious
point where the atomic structure along the direction repeats
itself perfectly as the a and c lattice parameters are not a
multiple of each other. Therefore, repetition was assumed
when the plane spanned over three unit cells of SBN along the
a-axis, which corresponds to almost 10 unit cell lengths along
the c-axis. The length of this span is compared to 10 unit cells
of STO along the [1̅10] direction, giving the lattice mismatch
included in Table 2.
Nucleation and Growth Mechanism for SBN Thin

Film. The microstructure, including grain shape and substrate
coverage, offers further insights into the growth mechanism of
the SBN thin films. All grains are elongated along the c-axis,
seen as an increased height for the SBN(001) grains and the
rectangular shape of the SBN(310) grains (Figure 5). Based on
this, the growth is expected to preferably, but not only, occur
along the c-axis of SBN, as previously suggested.21

Furthermore, the surface perpendicular to the c-axis is
observed to be smooth, indicating that the growth primarily
occurs in layers along the c-direction, as illustrated in Figure 9.

However, most edges are rough or rounded which indicates
that a new layer is initiated before the underlying one is
complete, indicating that a 2D nucleation occurs on the
growing SBN structure. The partial coverage of the thin films
further shows that nucleation on SBN is favored over the STO
substrate, creating islands instead of a homogeneous thin film.
The proposed nucleation and growth mechanism for SBN thin
films is therefore the classical Volmer−Weber (VW) growth
mode, as previously suggested in the literature for PLD-grown
SBN thin films.30 However, other literature23 studies suggest
that the growth mode varies between VW and Frank−van
Merwe depending on the growth conditions and precursors.
Furthermore, the heating profile or pyrolysis temperature and

Figure 8. Illustration of (a) SBN(311) orientation on the STO(110)
substrate and (b) corresponding atomic interface. The (311) plane of
SBN (orange) is parallel to the (110) surface (blue) of the STO
substrate and the (310) plane of SBN is parallel to the [001] direction
of STO. (b) 3 × 1 × 10 unit cells of SBN on top of 10 unit cells of
STO.

Figure 9. Schematic of the different steps of the proposed nucleation
and growth for SBN thin films. (a) 2D nucleation on the substrate
causing the formation of new SBN grains. (b) Growth of the SBN
grains along the c-axis by layer-by-layer monomer integration. (c) 2D
nucleation on the noncomplete SBN layer during growth.
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the precursor chemistry have been shown to be important for
CSD thin films of BTO58 and sol−gel films of PZT.60 SBN is
under the CSD precursor conditions expected to interact
stronger with itself than with the STO substrate and give the
previously described orientation dependence. The driving
force for the 2D nucleation is a supersaturation of the solid
solution on the substrate which is activated by the change in
temperature. Furthermore, the initial orientation of the films
remains throughout the film growth and in the RT data, see
Table 1, suggesting that the nucleation and growth process
occurs with limited reprecipitation of grain in different
orientations. In addition, the second growth induced by
hydrothermal conditions shows a coarsening of existing grains
and no distinct formation of new grains, as seen from Figure 6.
Finally, the SBN crystals were rectangular in shape, as the
tetragonal crystal system of the material when given a
prolonged time to grow. The final microstructure observed
hence strengthens the proposed layer-by-layer growth
mechanism.
Controlled Growth and Polarization of Textured SBN

Thin Films. Knowledge about the texturing mechanism can be
used to control the texture during film deposition. To achieve
an SBN(001) orientated thin film, an ultraslow heating rate of
0.04 °C/s should be used. Furthermore, a low Sr content in the
SBN is expected to ease the formation of the SBN(001)
orientation. To obtain an SBN(310) oriented thin film, a
moderate heating rate (around 2 °C/s) is recommended, and
the process is facilitated using a higher Sr content in the SBN,
as this reduces the lattice mismatch to the substrate. However,
the current study was not able to achieve single-oriented
SBN(310) thin films; hence, some additional measures are
expected to be needed in this case. Furthermore, the lack of full
coverage observed in the one-layer films studied here
influences potential applications. An increased concentration
of the precursor solution is expected to increase the film
coverage, as the lowest film coverage was observed for the film
with the lowest concentration (SBN40 film with 0.2 °C/s
heating rate shown in Figure 5b). Adding additional deposition
layers is also expected to increase the film coverage and film
thickness. Finally, the introduction of a hydrothermal step for
the crystallized films increased the coverage significantly and is
a viable solution to improve film coverage and to increase the
film thickness.
For practical application of the ferroelectric properties of the

thin films, the orientation is important as SBN is a uniaxial
ferroelectric with the polarization along the c-axis. Therefore,
to achieve the highest polarizability of the films, it is desirable
to have the uniaxial polarization pointing in the same direction
for all grains in the textured films, making the SBN(001)
orientation more desirable than both the SBN(310) and
SBN(311) orientations. In the SBN(001) orientation, all
polarization points perpendicular to the substrate surface,
giving a single out-of-plane polarization. For the SBN(310)
orientation, the polarization is in-plane, but as the grain can
point in two directions, the maximum polarizability is reduced
and the average polarization goes diagonally along the
substrate surface. Finally, for the SBN(311) orientation, the
c-axis has a 45° angle to the substrate surface and hence gives a
mixture of out-of-plane and in-plane polarization which is
usually undesirable. However, having an equal amount of the
two 180° rotations can impose a net polarization either in-
plane or out-of-plane depending on the poling direction.

■ CONCLUSIONS
An aqueous CSD route to prepare SBN thin films on STO
single crystals is reported. The crystallization of the deposited
films during thermal treatment, studied by in situ XRD,
revealed the effect on the texturing of the thin films and the
underlying nucleation and growth mechanism. SBN grown on
STO(100) showed two orientations, SBN(001) and
SBN(310), depending on the heating rate used for the
synthesis, while SBN grown on STO(110) showed the
SBN(311) orientation. The SBN(001) orientation is suggested
to be the thermodynamically stable orientation, while the
SBN(310) orientation is kinetically favored. Directions on how
to promote the growth of the two different SBN orientations
are given. The SBN(001) orientation is dominating at an
ultraslow heating rate and low Sr content, while the SBN(310)
orientation is preferred at a moderate heating rate and higher
Sr content. The nucleation and growth mechanisms are based
on the classical VW growth mode with 2D nucleation on both
the substrate and the growing SBN crystals. SBN grains are
further seen to preferably grow along the c-axis of SBN. The
overall ferroelectric properties of the SBN thin films are highly
dependent on the texture and preferable orientation of
individual grains. The uniaxial nature of SBN makes it
desirable with a single preferred orientation for the polarizable
c-axis in SBN, which is only achieved in the SBN(001)
orientation, making this favorable over the two other observed
orientations SBN(310) and SBN(311).
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